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Abstract
Nowadays customers’ requirements demand higher quality and better products but at a lower and more competitive
price, such as the agricultural enterprise in this case study. The company defined a global goal of cost reduction for
all its facilities to continue being competitive and a leader in the agricultural market, so the opportunity was set on
the hydraulic sub-assemblies components and parts. The present case study was developed at the strategic sourcing
department, looking to reduce the hydraulic components cost supplied by different providers due to the scale
economy through the global supply chain without affecting the quality delivered in their final products and facing
the demand growth. The methodology used to accomplish the goals at the present study and research, was divided
in four different stages such as a diagnosis of the current situation, the design of the new sourcing strategy,
implementation of the strategy and monitoring and control of the results and key process indicators, also based on
the Design for Manufacturing and Assembly methodology (DFMA) and Kraljic’s global sourcing strategy to
accomplish the expected target on the total cost reduction.
Keywords
Strategic Sourcing, Design for manufacturing and assembly, hydraulic components, Kraljic’s Portafolio Matrix,
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1. Introduction
Today companies are facing difficult challenges in order to become global competitors, starting with their
production operations and manufacturing systems. Nowadays manufacturing approaches had been improved their
performance through optimization in costs, so the enterprises need to focus their attention in a higher level attending
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needs through the whole supply chain. A very important link is known as sourcing supported by the purchasing
activities, but the traditional purchasing function only was to support the operations providing materials on time and
with the quality required to meet the assembly expectations. As we know, supplied materials represent an important
percentage of the total product cost, so this research approach is focused in a strategy based on supplies’ cost
reduction not for only one facility but as a global strategy in all the factories of the firm.
Being a corporate project, the purchasing role is converted from tactical to strategic, intervening as a global agent of
change in the way of supplying materials to the different plants, taking advantage of economies of scale and
reducing input prices through higher-level volume negotiations. By now purchasing department become a decisive
department for attaining competitiveness (Faber, Lamers, & Pieters, 2007).

2. Literature Review
For the firms it is important on the procurement function to response to the operational requirements and policies in
order to save monetary resources and attaining on time (Padhi, Wagner, & Aggarwal, 2012).
According to Monczka (2009), one of the main objectives of the purchasing organization is to satisfy the operational
requirements of the internal company customers, meet the requirements of physical distribution centers and also
support the new product developments and the outsourcing of key processes, providing an uninterrupted flow of
high quality goods and services. That is to acquire by buying products and services at the right price and right
quantity, from the right source, meeting the users’ needs and specifications, receiving them at the right time,
selecting competitive suppliers and developing new ones, all of them supporting organizational strategies.
The fundamental purchasing process is supported by 8 strategic stages summarized by Faber, Lamer and Pieters
(2007) in their research as the MSU Purchasing model of Monczka show in Figure 1.

Figure 1: MSU Purchasing model of Monczka (Faber, Lamers, & Pieters, 2007)
The traditional purchasing function is evolving instead of being transactional to become strategical, obtaining the
name of Strategic Sourcing. The new approach focuses on commodity products to centralize the supply and
distribute multinational, obtaining a spent consolidation, cycle time reduction and standardization (Miszczak, 2014).
In the other hand, Engel (2004) defines Strategic Sourcing as an organized and collaborative approach looking
forward to leverage the defined targeted spent across the firm’s locations selecting the suppliers that are prepared to
create value and improve their knowledge through the customer-supply interaction.
The first, second and the third processes of the model in figure 1 are supported and complemented by the Kraljic’s
Portfolio analysis matrix (KPM).
For a long time, the usage of the ABC analysis as a tool to classify the supplied items differentiating them into
important to less important purchases was the most common way (Prester, 2018). ABC analysis is based on Pareto’s
principal 80/20, where the main supplies listed in “A” classification represents the high importance items but very
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few of them based on the annual dollar usage, and the “C” classification are many of the items supplied but less
important. The “B” classification is between the classes A and C (Torabi, Hatefi, & Saleck Pay, 2012).
According to Kraljic (1983) otherwise, the commodities and the relationship stablished to each supplier should be
differentiated depending on the risk of supply and the profit impact (low and high), suggesting 4 different categories
in his portfolio matrix. For each quadrant of the matrix Kraljic proposes different strategies to classify the supplied
materials (Padhi, Wagner, & Aggarwal, 2012).
To define risk in general terms several authors explain their own approach such as Harland et al. who describes it as
a chance of danger, damage, loss injury or other undesired consequences (Harland, Brenchley, & Walker, 2003).
The supply risk otherwise is the adversely affection in the inward flow of the resources to enable operations to take
place also named input risk (Meulbrook, 2000). On Zsidisin research some of the organizations under study have
their own formal supply risk definition explained as “the danger that events or decisions will obstruct the company’s
achievement of its objectives” named by Cell Company, in the other hand Semi I Company defines it as “anything
that impedes the introduction of a new product, or any event that could disrupt production” (Zsidisin, 2003).
The inability to manage demand variations, supplier quality problems, not following the dynamics of technology
changes and market capacity constraints are some of the common supply risk sources listed by Zsidisin (2003) .
But Kraljic perspective of risk is in terms of supply market complexity adding the supply scarcity, entry barriers,
materials substitution, and logistics complexity among others. Using the matrix purchasers can choose strategies
adequate to each category on the matrix for a more effective supplier management (Caniels & Gelderman, 2005).

2.1 Kraljic Portfolio Matrix
The Kraljic Portfolio Matrix (KPM) model represents a two dimensional matrix which allocates in one axis the risk
of supply and the profit impact in the other with the objective of identify the strategic purchasing items, establishing
four groups named as strategic, leverage bottleneck and routine (Kraljic, 1983).
On the Phase 1, the company works in a classification of the materials supplied according to the two axis grouping,
based on the available number of suppliers, the opportunity of make in-house or outsource, substitution possibilities
and storage risk. Figure 2 represents the four stages of the portfolio matrix:

Profit Impact

High

Leverage
• Large quantity batchs
• KPI: Low price
• Multiple and/or local
suppliers. Abundant.
• Commodity mix
• Mainly descentralized

Routine
• Simply everithing else
• KPI: Functional efficiency
• Established local suppliers.
Abundant
• Commodities
• Descentralized

Low

Low

Strategic
• The key of success for the
assembly
• KPI: Long-term availability
• Global suppliers
• Scarce and/or high value
materials
• Centralized

Bottleneck
• Difficult to get.
• KPI: Cost management and
reliable short term sourcing
• Global, new supplies, new
technology
• Specified materials
• Descentralize but centrallly
coordinated

Supply Risk

High

Figure 2: Kraljic's Portfolio Matrix (Kraljic, 1983) (Faber, Lamers, & Pieters, 2007)
Based in Kraljick (1983) the first quadrant Routine items are those with low supply risk and low profit impact, there
are most of the products in this category. The products are commodities usually with a small value per unit and the
suppliers are abundant so the purchasers don’t have to work hard on negotiating because there is no internal
dependency on particular supplier. Those items require a simple market analysis and could work with inventory
optimization models looking forward to reduce logistic and administrative complexity (Olsen & Ellram, 1997).
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On the second quadrant items classified as Leverage the focus is on the price because the supply risk is low but the
profit impact is high, so there is no dependency on a particular supplier and the products are bought in large batches.
The purchasers often negotiate volume discounts in a high competitive market.
The third quadrant named Strategic are those high value components with high supply risk and high profit impact,
represent a very important products and if they fail their performance the customer could reclaim his money and the
product could not be sell (Faber, Lamers, & Pieters, 2007), there are lack of suppliers and the purchasers should
negotiate long-term contracts including mutual trust and commitment. Is also important to develop a co-operation
with the suppliers to improve product and service quality levels and forward the cost reduction (Caniels &
Gelderman, 2005).
The fourth quadrant classified as Bottleneck or critical are those products very difficult to get. There is a possibility
of only one supplier with specified materials and could be scarce. The high risk of failing production is latent and
the purchasers should work on find items that are easier to get or negotiate them as a priority with the supplier
sometimes paying a higher cost than the competitors to get the advantage of prior sourcing. As a contingency to
keep extra stocks is permitted, and the purchasers and suppliers are not highly involved (Caniels & Gelderman,
2005). Those items require very specific market analysis and decision models.
On the phase 2, the companies should work hard on the market analysis looking forward to balance the power of it
suppliers versus their power as a customer, evaluating the supplier’s capacity utilization. If the usage of capacity is
high the risk of supply could be an important risk issue if there is a fluctuation on demand, but if the capacity
utilization is low the cost negotiation could be complicated because the supplier could not offer a lower cost. In the
other hand, if there is only one supplier makes harder the opportunity to find a different one to force the competition,
and the potential fail in quality could be very risky. In that case the firm would need to increase their inventory
levels and it safety stocks to mitigate the risk (Springtide, 2018).
The next phase 3, the firm should identify opportunities on the items positioned as strategic on the KPM, evaluating
the supplier strength and the company strength on the criterion of supplier capacity, market growth, cost and price
structure, the technological stability of the products and the logistic situation among others.
Phase 4 implies the definition of the purchasing strategy, volume, price, material substitution, inventory policy,
supplier selection to mitigate the risk, sometimes searching for alternative suppliers or materials and think about
developing an in-house production strategy.
In sum, the categories in KPM represent four basic power-and-dependence positions (Caniels & Gelderman, 2005).

2.2 Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA)
When firms make a decision to produce the supplied materials in-house, there is a very important phase to develop
the manufacturing process and the guarantee the assembly of the components, but decision making during this phase
could impact in production cost downsizing the benefits acquired to build in-house (Back & Ogliari, 2000). That is
because the tooling designed for production could be affected if the designed components don’t fit or if the designed
tooling could not assure the quality requirements. Also if it could make the process more complex and with delays
that could increase production costs.
The Design for Assembly (DFA) methodology analyzes and evaluates the components conditions to facilitate the
assembly making it simpler, with fewer components and as a consequence could result in assembly time reduction
(Stone, McAdams, & Kayyalethekkel, 2003). The firs approach of the method was developed by Boothroyd and
Dewhurst (1984) proposing a steps sequence to analyze the product comparing the efficiency through the current
assembly time versus the ideal total assembly time.
The procedure starts with a given designed assembly and separating it in parts questioning if the part is necessary, if
it could be combined with other or could be eliminated.
On the second step, the current assembly process should be measured in assembly time.
The third step of the procedure is to calculate the DFA index with the current assembly time
Fourth step requires identifying the assembly issues that could forward be a quality or manufacturing problem.
(Kuo, Huang, & Zhang, 2001).
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In the other hand, the Design for Manufacturing (DFM) is in charge to design a low cost assembly system to reduce
the delay, selecting the appropriate manufacturing processes based in the part attributes and the process capabilities
(Kuo, Huang, & Zhang, 2001).
According to Dauksz and Torkellson (2014) the DFM process could be summarized in five iterative steps provided
by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012): reduce the cost of components, reduce the cost of assembly, reduce the cost of
supporting production, consider the impact of DFM decisions on other factors and recomputed the manufacturing
cost. The figure 3 represents those five steps:
Proposed Design

Estimate/reduce manufacturing
costs

Reduce the cost of
components

Reduce the cost of
assembly

Reduce the cost of
supporting production

Consider the impact of DFM
decisions on other factors

Recompute the
manufacturing costs
No

Good enough?
Yes

Acceptable design

Figure 3: The five iterative steps of DFM process (Dauksz & Torkellson, 2014) (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012)
The combination of DFM to maximize the use of manufacturing process in the designed components and the DFA
to maximize the use of components in the designed product develops the DFMA method for analyzing the proposed
designs from the assembly process perspective (Edwards, 2002) through simplification of the product structure, the
best materials’ combination, product geometry and cost-effective manufacturing methods making simpler the
manual assembly tasks (Caputo & Pelagagge, 2008).
CAD/CAM systems are very useful to simulate the manufacturing and assembly of the products.

3. Methodology
The proposed approach to define the procurement strategy is to align strategic sourcing goals to company’s goals,
supporting by clear objectives.
(1) Define the target objective: The main corporate goal is the cost reduction, and one of the most
representative product costs depends on the supplied materials costs and the purchasing negotiation,
inventory levels, ordering size batch, lead time consistency and the policies defined for supply.
(2) Gather preliminary data to identify opportunities: Once the cost target is clearly defined, the next step is to
identify the savings opportunities, gathering the data to find them and using the Pareto principal for the
greatest impact supplied parts.
(3) Develop the spent analysis: Finding the savings source opportunities this stage pretends to calculate the
possible spent reduction and make a projection of annual savings. At this part of the analysis, there is a
clear optic of where to focus the purchasing efforts.
(4) Categorize the identified supplied items to define strategy per component: Using KPM to the supply base
analysis execution by classify each item through the four quadrants and then define the proposed action
road for each supplied part based on the category strategies.
(5) Implement the strategies: Once the strategy is selected, the next stage is to put them in practice to obtain the
forecasted savings, and work in negotiations if needed.
In order to develop the present intervention, the methodology approach is illustrated in the next roadmap in figure 4:
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Stage 1

Define the target
objective

Stage 2
Gather
preliminary
data to
identify
opportunities

Stage 3
Develop the
spent
analysis

Stage 4
Categorize
supplied
items to
define
strategies

Stage 5
Implement
the
strategies

Figure 4: Methodology approach for improving sourcing costs
In next section of this document the proposed methodology approach will be disseminated in the different stages
through an exploratory case study, and the empirical application.

4. Problem statement and improvement approach application
In order to describe the situation of the case study, it is important to mention that the main products manufactured by
company under study are forestry and agricultural machinery and equipment. The company has global presence and
is one of the most important firms in the segment it serves.
The agricultural machinery represents almost the 50% of the firm’s production per year and is projecting an
interesting growth and expansion for the next future years.
The goal for the project was to reduce 1% the supplied materials costs as a part of the total finish good cost
reduction based on the total cost decrease defined by the company.
In order to achieve the 1% of reduction, the next step was to obtain the data to identify materials cost reduction
opportunities. And after that, the spent analysis was executed. The analysis of the 103 segments displayed in the
figure 5 that the hydraulics components supplies were the most representative in this case.
Total Annual spent by
Segment

Total number of
segments

Other (bar
chart)

Segment

Figure 5: Total annual spent by supplier
To continue with the analysis on stage three, the different segments and products of hydraulic component supplies
were identified, measuring the impact of each in the annual total supply cost. The spent was divided in four different
segments represented as follows: Hydraulic Kits 47%, Sub-assemblies 32%, Hoses 17% and Lines 4%.
Only improving the costs in kits with 17 sku’s and sub-assemblies with 13 sku’s, the supplied products goal could
be achieved, so the decision was to improve these two segments in hydraulics.
Kits: Composed by the different lines, hoses, valves, metal clamps, connectors, screws and machined parts, all in a
box with the ID label.
Sub-assemblies: Composed by different hoses, lines, metal clamps, connectors, rings. These were assembled by one
outsourced firm so there is an additional cost for headcount and margin.
In order to define the strategies for the 30 sku’s, the categorization of supplied parts were done using the Kraljic’s
Portfolio Matrix, using a quantitative criterion for the profit impact (sku cost) and a qualitative appreciation for the
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supply risk axis using a 1 to 10 scale, where 1 represented low risk and 10 the highest risk based on the score. Then
the final score for risk is calculated as a weighted average for the results of the following aspects:
 What is the risk of product complexity?
 What is the risk of product performance?
 What is the risk of the market to acquire the product or service?
The resultant matrix is illustrated in figure 6:
Sub-assembly SKU

Leverage

Strategic

Routine

Bottleneck

Low

Profit Impact

High

Kits SKU

Low

Supply Risk

High

Figure 6: Supplied parts classification in KPM
The results of the classification matrix are displayed as follows:
Routine: The products in this quadrant are most of the screws, even for the hydraulic kits and for the sub-assemblies,
so the strategies proposed by Kraljic were to aggregate suppliers looking for better cost negotiation based in
competence and increasing the supply efficiency.
Leverage: For the leverage products quadrant the products displayed were connectors and lines for both hydraulic
kits and sub-assemblies, and also some kit clamps. The strategies recommended by Kraljic were to use an effective
buying power in order to reduce the unit price, also with formal and tactical negotiation with suppliers.
Strategic: In this quadrant are displayed the specially machined parts, specific materials hoses and clamps made of
high resistant materials, most of them for kits, so the strategies were to develop new local or regional suppliers in
order to move into leverage quadrant, and also to review parts specifications. The most important strategy was and
the decrease the total cost of ownership (TCO). This strategy is possible because of the high volume of these
products and the supply for many different finish goods of many of the company’s facilities. The suggested proposal
was to build the kit in-house to provide them to the different firm’s manufacturing facilities.
Bottleneck: For the bottleneck classification, the more recurrent products are the sub-assembly parts, many of the
special material hoses and high durability material valves. The proposed strategies are to guarantee product
availability using safety stocks to avoid supplier variability and guarantee the availability of the purchased parts, but
the most important strategy proposed was the consideration of make-or-buy options, so the decision was to design
a cell to assembly them in-house and avoid the outsourcing variability, negotiating and developing regional
suppliers to move some parts into routine quadrant and create a safety stock of the parts and in cell Kanban.

5. Implementation and Results
To implement the strategies for strategic supplied parts, the quotation of the separate materials with regional
suppliers was done, comparing the current cost with the materials provided in kits and the cost of each part plus the
overhead cost to make the picking to combine the kits’ parts.
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The suggested layout for kits includes the location of the kit table, the new screw containers, and the finish good
new container, with 1 picking operator. The entities used for the simulation in Promodel ™ were screws stations,
packaging, hoses stations, stamps and machined parts stations. The variables in the model were the counters of each
supplied part. The picking sequence was defined to reduce the in transit time and distances, and was documented for
standards. The figure 7 illustrates the Promodel ™ layout.

Figure 7: Picking Promodel™ simulation layout
The picking simulation results were a total system time of 280.16 seconds and in average the processing time per
piece was 16.2 seconds. The operator percentage of usage was 52% and the percentage in transit was 35.6%. The
operator was inactive for 12% of the time.
For the bottleneck products, the proposed strategy was to run in-house.
To design the sub-assembly cell the DFMA methodology were executed to reduce the manufacturing costs and the
assembly costs. The simulation was a very useful tool for the new assembly process test.
The first step was to define the general assembly sequence and then run a pilot test, defining the sample size based
on a finite population sample size formula resulting in 165 samples. The assembly sequence average cycle time was
of 203.7 seconds per sub-assembly and includes the additional manufacturing costs (the cell operation in the shop
floor, the racks and equipment, and the returnable containers) the investment in a new lift and the overhead costs.
To realize the assembly in-house reduced on 8.21% of each sub-assembly cost.
To strengthen the proposal, a Promodel ™ simulation was done to recreate the operation of the assembly cell in the
shop floor. The location simulated were supplier unload area, returnable hose containers, racks inside the cell, subassembly table, finish goods racks and the finish good assembly line (the customer). The resources were 3 freight
carriers, lift and lift operator. The entities for the simulation were the hose station, lines station, assembly station,
clamps station. The variables in the model were the counters of each assembled part. The simulation layout is
available in figure 8:
Hose container

Assembly area

Cell exit
Cell entrance
Finish goods

Figure 8: Sub-assembly Promodel™ simulation layout
The simulation results were a total system time of 213.92 seconds per sub-assembly (and the expected takt time was
of 270 seconds). The operator percentage time in use was 54.45% and the percentage in transit time was 32.55%.
The inactive percentage time was 13%. The figure 9 shows pictures of the implementation.
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Figure 9: Implementation
To finish the operations, the physical cell was built and the manuals to operate the cell, Kanban calculations, process
sequence documents, visual aids, aerial locations, and the containers were developed.
In both cases, the cost reduction was achieved.

6. Conclusion
In summary, the supply management is a great opportunity for cost reduction in manufacturing. Classifying the
purchased products with the KPM is a very interesting effort that helps the purchasing manager to make clear and
good decisions related on how to handle the supplied parts and achieve the company goals with a strategic sourcing
approach.
When the strategy is defined, and the products in bottleneck quadrant are identified, the DFMA methodology helps
for a good manufacturing process design to continue reducing the total product cost.
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